'the lie op the land"
knock down the walls, push aside the budding branches of the
trees; even though they were not intrusive but a full seventy
yards away. Then I suddenly discovered that all the principal
windows of this pleasant cottage looked due south, and there was
no earthly reason why I should not spend ^5 more happily than
perhaps I had ever spent .£5 before, in having a little window
cut out of the blank wall of my bedroom where it could face east,
right across the farm and the meadows and the distant trees, to the
Berkshire Downs resting qttiet and bare against the sky. After
this simple act was successfully done, I reflected that here, just by
pushing a hole in the wall, creating a picture where no picture had
been before, framing the sunrise which till then had always struck
on to dead bricks, here was a small miracle. It is a sin to be
possessive; not quite so sinful to be possessive about the un-
possessable ... so I know that for the rest of my life I shall own
that view and own that window. I used to kneel and gaze and
take my fill of gazing (no, the kneeling part was not some asinine
affectation; the window had to be cut in fairly low because of
the downward tilt of the roof). And from that day onwards, I
ceased being restless and wondering what was wrong with tie
cottage and myself and the lawn and the pear-trees, and even
wrong with the lilac bushes, and even with the waft of violets
that followed you round from innumerable little clumps planted
at random; blue violets and also white violets that must bring
luck because they are rare and strange and small and hidden, so
that catching sight of them-for the first time and till you realize there
is indeed a cache of white violets in your garden, you simply say:
"Late snowdrops", and walk on*
But at last it seemed natural to be living in the country, even
though I had lived for eight years in Albany at the heart of London,
and only gone away sometimes to the moors or to the river or the
sea, to the South of France or to California, Copenhagen or Skye.
And lying in bed in the early morning and looking contentedly
down through the south bay window mat was originally thrown
in with the rest of the cottage, or more respectfully towards my
own little east window which had brought magic into the room,
I reflected on other windows and other views which for me had
that same special answer to whatever it is that each of us specially
knows: that mysterious tightness or mysterious wrongness. that
lies at the very cones of a house, a room, a garden, a landscape.
Vernon Lee understood it: **The He of the land means walking ojr
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